S0336 Black History Photograph Collection 1895-1983
665 Photographs

This collection is available at The State Historical Society of Missouri. If you would like more information, please contact us at shsresearch@umsystem.edu.

The photographs in this collection are in addition to those in collection S0201. These photographs were collected as part of the original project. The UMSL Black History Project was created by the Western Historical Manuscript Collection through donations of material by the African-American community of St. Louis from 1978-1985.

Irene Cortinovis, associate director of WHMC-St. Louis received funding from the National Historical Publications and Records Commission and the Monsanto Company in February 1980 for a one year project entitled "Sources of Black History in St. Louis City and County." The project identified and collected records, correspondence, photographs and publications documenting the history of blacks in St. Louis. It surveyed historical source material held by black organizations and individuals and acquired or copied these collections for retention at WHMC-St. Louis. It also taped interviews with black St. Louisans who played significant roles in the history and development of the city and county.

This collection does not contain prints of every negative.
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336.3     DATE:12/ 0/1927     COLOR: B  PRINT: 4X5      NTYPE: S     NSIZE: 35MM  QUANTITY: 1  DESC: PORO COLLEGE CHRISTMAS PARTY

336.4     DATE: 0/ 0/   0   COLOR: B  PRINT: 4X5      NTYPE: S     NSIZE: 35MM  QUANTITY: 1  DESC: PORO COLLEGE LETTER CASE

336.5     DATE: 0/ 0/   0   COLOR: B  PRINT: 4X5      NTYPE: S     NSIZE: 35MM  QUANTITY: 1  DESC: PORO COLLEGE LETTER CASE

336.6     DATE:12/ 0/1927     COLOR: B  PRINT: 4X5      NTYPE: S     NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE CHRISTMAS PARTY | MALONE, ANNIE | PEOPLE-ID

336.7 DATE: 12/01/1927 COLOR: B
PRINT: 4X5 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE CHRISTMAS PARTY

336.8 DATE: 12/01/1927 COLOR: B
PRINT: 4X5 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE CHRISTMAS PARTY

336.9 DATE: 01/01/1920 COLOR: B
PRINT: 4X5 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE | FACULTY AND SENIOR CLASS

336.10 DATE: 01/01/00 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ALLEN, WILLIAM | PEOPLE-ID | MILITARY UNIFORM

336.11 DATE: 01/01/00 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ALLEN, WILLIAM | PEOPLE-ID | PHYSICIAN

336.12 DATE: 01/00/00 COLOR: C
PRINT: 5X7 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ALLEN, WILLIAM | PEOPLE-ID | PHYSICIAN
336.13 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ALLEN, WILLIAM | PEOPLE-ID | PHYSICIAN

336.14 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SWEETS, NATHANIE | PEOPLE-ID | ST. LOUIS AMERICAN

336.15 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SWEETS, NATHANIE | PEOPLE-ID | ST. LOUIS AMERICAN

336.16 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: WILLIAMS, ARSONIA | PEOPLE-ID

336.17 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 6X9 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE BUILDING | BUILDING-ID

336.18 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: COHRON, SARAH NEWTON | PEOPLE-ID
336.19  DATE: 0/0/1924    COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7    NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ST. LOUIS COLORED ORPHANS' HOME|CHILDREN RUNNING UP STEPS

336.20  DATE: 0/0/0    COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7    NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: VASHON, SUSAN|PEOPLE-ID

336.21  DATE: 0/0/30    COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7    NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MALONE, ANNIE|PEOPLE-ID|*ADDITIONAL 8X10 PRINT

336.22  DATE: 8/14/42    COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MARCH ON WASHINGTON MOVEMENT MASS MEETING|MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM

336.23  DATE: 8/14/42    COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MARCH ON WASHINGTON MOVEMENT MASS MEETING|MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM|CLARK, JOHN T.|URBAN LEAGUE STAFF|PEOPLE-ID

336.24  DATE: 8/14/42    COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
WILLIAM|SIMMONS, JOHN|PEOPLE-ID|*SAME AS 336.28 WITHOUT TEXT

336.30  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: WHITE, DR. PEARL SCHWARTZ|TURNER, NANNIE MITCHELL|PEOPLE-ID

336.31  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: WHITE, DR. PEARL SCHWARTZ|YOUNG JUDGE NATHAN B.|DREER, DR.
HERMAN|PEOPLE-ID

336.32  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: WHITE, DR. PEARL SCHWARTZ|PEOPLE-ID

336.33  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: WHITE, DR. PEARL SCHWARTZ|PEOPLE-ID|*SIMILAR TO 336.32

336.34  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DAVIS, JULIA|SIMMONS SCHOOL|PEOPLE-ID

336.35  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
336.42   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PUBLIC MEETING

336.43   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PUBLIC MEETING|VERY SIMILAR TO 336.42

336.44   DATE: 0/ 0/1942   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MARCH ON WASHINGTON MOVEMENT MEETING|MCNEAL, THEODORE|GRANT, DAVID|RANDOLF, A. PHILLIP|PEOPLE-ID

336.45   DATE: 0/ 0/42   COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MARCH ON WASHINGTON MOVEMENT MEETING|MCNEAL, THEODORE|GRANT, DAVID|RANDOLF, A. PHILLIP|PEOPLE-ID|*VERY SIMILAR TO 336.44

336.46   DATE: 8/14/42   COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MARCH ON WASHINGTON MEETING AT MUNICIPAL AUDITROIUM|WEBSTER, MILTON P.|RANDOLF, A. PHILLIP|WHITE, WALTER|PEOPLE-ID|*VERY SIMILAR TO 336.27

336.47   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PUBLIC MEETING|VAUGHN, GEORGE|PEOPLE-ID

336.48 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PUBLIC MEETING|VAUGHN, GEORGE|PEOPLE-ID|*VERY SIMILAR TO 336.47

336.49 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PUBLIC MEETING|VAUGHN, GEORGE|PEOPLE-ID|*VERY SIMILAR TO 336.47

336.50 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: GRANT, DAVID|PEOPLE-ID

336.51 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MAN SITTING AT OLD DESK

336.52 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MAN SITTING AT OLD DESK|*VERY SIMILAR TO 336.51
336.53  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED COUPLES

336.54  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PUBLIC MEETING

336.55  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PUBLIC MEETING|*VERY SIMILAR TO 336.54

336.56  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BASIE, COUNT|WOODS, HOWARD|PEOPLE-ID

336.57  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BASIE, COUNT|WOODS, HOWARD|PEOPLE-ID|VERY SIMILAR TO 336.56

336.58  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.59  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP|VERY SIMILAR TO 336.58

336.60  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CESSEL, GEORGE|PEOPLE-ID

336.61  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CESSEL, GEORGE|PEOPLE-ID|*VERY SIMILAR TO 336.60

336.62  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HORNE, LENA|HURT, JAMES JR.|MUSIC|PEOPLE-ID

336.63  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HORNE, LENA|PEOPLE-ID|MUSIC

336.64  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ELLINGTON, DUKE|MUSIC|PEOPLE-ID

336.65  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: GILLESPI, DIZZY|OSCAR BADEY BAND|MUSIC|PEOPLE-ID
DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BASIE, COUNT|PEOPLE-ID|MUSIC

DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MALONE, ANNIE|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MALONE, AARON EUGENE|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 3.5X5  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|SECOND LOCATION|3100 PINE STREET

DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 3.5X5  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|ST. FERDINAND AND PENDLETON

DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 3.5X5  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE AGENTS

DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT : 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE BOOKLET COVER

336.73  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ROBINSON, ROSCOE JR.|BRIGADIER GENERAL

336.74  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT : 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSEPHINE|WHEELER, HENRY|MITCHELL, NANNIE|PEOPLE-ID

336.75  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MALONE, ANNIE|PORO COLLEGE
BOOKLET|C.1920|PEOPLE-ID|*ADDITIONAL 4X5 NEGATIVE

336.76  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MALONE, AARON|PORO COLLEGE
BOOKLET|C.1920|PEOPLE-ID|*ADDITIONAL 4X5 NEGATIVE

336.77  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|ORIGINAL BUILDING AT 2223 MARKET
STREET|BUILDING-ID|*ADDITIONAL 4X5 NEGATIVE

336.78  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|INFORMATION BOOTH|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.79   DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|LOBBY|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.80   DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|AUDITORIUM|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.81   DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|ROOM|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.82   DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|OFFICE|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.83   DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|SALES AGENTS' DIRECTORY AND ACCOUNTS|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.84   DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|FILE DEPARTMENT|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.85    DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|SHIPPING DEPARTMENT|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.86    DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|TRUCK BEING LOADED|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.87    DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|SEWING DEPARTMENT|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.88    DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|FILING DEPARTMENT|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.89    DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|BATH DEPARTMENT|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.90    DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S    NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|DORMITORY ROOM|FROM PORO BOOKLET
336.91  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|RECEPTION ROOM|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.92  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY 1
DESC PORO COLLEGE|EMERGENCY ROOM|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.93  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|GUEST ROOM|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.94  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.95  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|BAKERY|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.96  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|CAFETERIA|FROM PORO BOOKLET

336.97  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|DINING ROOM|FROM PORO BOOKLET
336.98   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|SWITCHBOARD|FROM PORO BOOKLET
336.99   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|PRESS CONFERENCE ROOM|FROM PORO BOOKLET
336.100  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE|LAUNDRY|FROM PORO BOOKLET
336.101  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: VAUGHN, GEORGE L.|PEOPLE-ID
336.102  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TOM POWELL POST #77|AMERICAN LEGION|WOMEN'S AUXILIARY CORPS
336.103  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE IN CHICAGO|MALONE, ANNIE|PEOPLE-ID
DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BLACK REALTORS|FROM BOOK

DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSEPHINE|WITH LEOPARD|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSEPHINE|VANITY FAIR SKETCH

DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSEPHINE|VANITY FAIR SKETCH

DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S   NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/0/0   COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

336.111 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

336.112 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

336.113 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DUNHAM, KATHERINE|PEOPLE-ID

336.114 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN

336.115 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TURNER, DR. CHARLES HENRY|EDUCATION|PEOPLE-ID

336.116 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: JONES, W.P.T. | FIRST BLACK PHYSICIAN TO PRACTICE IN ST. LOUIS | PEOPLE-ID

336.117  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SPENCER, WILLIAM T. | BAND | MUSIC | PEOPLE-ID

336.118  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SPENCER, WILLIAM T. | PEOPLE-ID

336.119  DATE: 0/0/1950  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SPENCER, WILLIAM T. | ALUMNI CITATION FROM LINCOLN UNIVERSITY

336.120  DATE: 0/0/1967  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DOCUMENT | REGRET AT DEATH OF DR. WILLIAM T. SPENCER

336.121  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SPENCER, SARAH | PEOPLE-ID

336.122  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN
DESC: LOWE, WALTER|PEOPLE-ID|OWNER OF ST. LOUIS STARS BASEBALL TEAM

DESC: OWENS, ROBERT N.|MOUND CITY BAR ASSOCIATION|PEOPLE-ID|MASONIC|PRINCE HALL #1

DESC: EUELL, DAN|MASONIC|PRINCE HALL #1|PEOPLE-ID

DESC: McLEMORE, JOSEPH|MOUND CITY BAR ASSOCIATION|LAWYER|PEOPLE-ID

DESC: DAVIS, JOHN A.|MOUND CITY BAR ASSOCIATION|LAWYER|PEOPLE-ID|STATE REPRESENTITIVE

DESC: DAVIS, JOHN A.|MOUND CITY BAR ASSOCIATION|LAWYER|PEOPLE-ID|STATE REPRESENTITIVE
DESC: WYATT, BIGE|NEW AGE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN|PEOPLE-ID

336.129  DATE: 0/ 0/1945  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HERRIOTT, DR. CHARLES|MOUND CITY BAR ASSOCIATION|PEOPLE-ID

336.130  DATE: 0/ 0/1936  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OFFICERS OF TOM POWELL POST|AMERICAN LEGION

336.131  DATE: 0/ 0/1936  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: WOMEN'S AUXILIARY|TOM POWELL POST|AMERICAN LEGION

336.132  DATE: 0/ 0/1936  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TOM POWELL POST|AMERICAN LEGION|DRUM AND BUGLE CORP

336.133  DATE: 0/ 0/   0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: LOWE, WALTER|OWNER OF ST. LOUIS STARS BASEBALL TEAM|POST
COMMANDER OF TOM POWELL POST|AMERICAN LEGION

336.134  DATE: 0/ 0/   0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: VAUGHN, GEORGE L.|POST COMMANDER OF TOM POWELL
DESC: VAUGHN, GEORGE L. | POST COMMANDER OF TOM POWELL

DESC: MEMBERS OF THE TOM POWELL POST | AMERICAN LEGION

DESC: TANDY, CHARLTON | UNITED BROTHERS OF FRIENDSHIP AND SISTERS OF THE MYSTERIOUS TEN | DOCUMENT

DESC: TANDY, CHARLTON | UNITED BROTHERS OF FRIENDSHIP AND SISTERS OF THE MYSTERIOUS TEN | DOCUMENT

DESC: TANDY, CHARLTON | UNITED BROTHERS OF FRIENDSHIP AND SISTERS OF THE MYSTERIOUS TEN | DOCUMENT

DESC: TANDY, CHARLTON | UNITED BROTHERS OF FRIENDSHIP AND SISTERS OF THE MYSTERIOUS TEN | DOCUMENT
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TANDY, CHARLTON|UNITED BROTHERS OF FRIENDSHIP AND SISTERS OF THE MYSTERIOUS TEN|DOCUMENT

336.141   DATE: 0/ 0/1868     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CERTIFICATE OF COMMISSION TO MISSOURI MILITIA|TANDY, CHARLTON|DOCUMENT

336.142   DATE: 0/ 0/1868     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CERTIFICATE OF COMMISSION TO MISSOURI MILITIA|TANDY, CHARLTON|DOCUMENT

336.143   DATE: 0/ 0/   0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TANDY, SENIA BELL|PEOPLE-ID

336.144   DATE: 0/ 0/1945     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HOUSLEY, HARRIET|ART WORK|SKETCH BY JESSIE HOUSLEY HOLLIMAN|PEOPLE-ID

336.145   DATE: 0/ 0/   0     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP
336.146 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.147 DATE: 0/0/0/1931 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: STOWE COLLEGE FACULTY

336.148 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HARRIS, DR. RUTH|STOWE COLLEGE|PEOPLE-ID

336.149 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: JEFFERSON, ALBERT|PEOPLE-ID|CARONDELET HISTORICAL SOCIETY

336.150 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: WHITE, DR. PEARL SCHWARTZ|DAVIS JULIA|SIGMA GAMMA RHO|PEOPLE-ID

336.151 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: STOWE COLLEGE HISTORY DISPLAY|C. 1940

336.152 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.153 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FARMER, WALTER M.|WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY|MISSOURI SUPREME COURT|*ADDITIONAL 8X10 PRINT

336.154 DATE: 0/0/1940 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: STOWE COLLEGE FACULTY|EDUCATION

336.155 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: STOWE TEACHERS COLLEGE|EDUCATION

336.156 DATE: 0/0/1944 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: STOWE COLLEGE HOMECOMING EVENT|GIRLS WITH LARGE PENNANT|EDUCATION

336.157 DATE: 0/0/1944 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: STOWE COLLEGE HOMECOMING QUEEN AND COURT|McNEAL, CATHERINE|PEOPLE-ID

336.158 DATE: 0/0/1944 COLOR: B
DESC: STOWE COLLEGE PRESIDENT AND FIRST LADY DANCE|EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1944
COLOR: B

DESC: STOWE COLLEGE JUNE PROM|EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1944
COLOR: B

DESC: STOWE COLLEGE FIELD HOCKEY CLASS|C. 1940|EDUCATION|SPORTS

DATE: 0/0/1944
COLOR: B

DESC: STOWE COLLEGE|CURTIS, DR. L.S.|NELSON, DORIS|PRICE, ANNE|PEOPLE-ID|C. 1940

DESC: STOWE COLLEGE ART WORKSHOP|EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1944
COLOR: B

DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY AND STUDENTS|C. 1944|EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1944
COLOR: B

DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY AND STUDENTS|C. 1944|EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1944
COLOR: B

DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY AND STUDENTS|C. 1944|EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1944
COLOR: B

DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY AND STUDENTS|C. 1944|EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1944
COLOR: B

DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY AND STUDENTS|C. 1944|EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1944
COLOR: B
336.171 DATE: 0/0/1909 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL|15th AND WALNUT|EDUCATION

336.172 DATE: 0/0/1955 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TANDY ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION|BUCKNER, JOHN DAVIS|PEOPLE-ID

336.173 DATE: 0/0/1955 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TANDY ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION|BUCKNER, JOHN DAVIS|PEOPLE-ID

336.174 DATE: 0/0/1955 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TANDY ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION|BUCKNER, JOHN DAVIS|PEOPLE-ID

336.175 DATE: 0/0/1955 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TANDY ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION|BUCKNER, JOHN DAVIS|PEOPLE-ID

336.176 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DUNBAR, PAUL WITH WIFE|PEOPLE-ID

336.177 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TWO UNIDENTIFIED MEN

336.178   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PICKETS AT A&P GROCERY|MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE AND AUBERT
AVE.|CLAY BILL|WILSON, MARGRET BUSH|PEOPLE-ID

336.179   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: WILLIAMS, FRANK L.|PRINCIPAL OF SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL
1908-1928|EDUCATION|PEOPLE-ID|C. 1908

336.180   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.181   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: STEVENS, GEORGE E.|PASTOR OF CENTRAL BAPTIST CHURCH|C.
1930|PEOPLE-ID

336.182   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TURNER, JAMES MILTON|PEOPLE-ID|C. 1868

336.183   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ADVERTISMENT|ANCIENT UNITED KNIGHTS AND DAUGHTERS OF AFRICA|C. 1890

336.184 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MAN|POSSIBLY JULIA DAVIS FATHER

336.185 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: STEVENS, GEORGE E.|WITH GROUP|PEOPLE-ID

336.186 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ANCIENT UNITED KNIGHTS AND DAUGHTERS OF AFRICA|C. 1935|*LEFT HALF OF PHOTO COMBINE WITH 336.187

336.187 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ANCIENT UNITED KNIGHTS AND DAUGHTERS OF AFRICA|C. 1935|*RIGHT HALF OF PHOTO COMBINE WITH 336.186

336.188 DATE: 0/ 0/1930 COLOR: B
PRINT: 7.5X9.5 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS|PYTHIAS HALL|BUILDING AT LUCAS AND COMPTON

336.189 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5.75X9.5 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HOMER G. PHILLIPS HOSPITAL|AREIAL VIEW|C. 1930|HEALTH CARE

336.190   DATE: 0/ 0/1943     COLOR: B
PRINT: 6.5X9.5 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HOMER G. PHILLIPS HOSPITAL CADET NURSES' CORP|HEALTH CARE

336.191   DATE: 0/ 0/1945     COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10    NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HOMER G. PHILLIPS HOSPITAL FEVER CONTROL ROOM|HEALTH CARE

336.192   DATE: 0/ 0/0       COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MITCHELL, JOSEPH EVERETT|PAINTING|ARGUS NEWSPAPER|C. 1960

336.193   DATE: 0/ 0/0       COLOR: B
PRINT:         TYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE BUILDING

336.194   DATE: 0/ 0/0       COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.195   DATE: 0/ 0/0       COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.196   DATE: 0/ 0/0       COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.197  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.198  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.199  DATE: 0/0/1955  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: GAYLORDS SOCIAL CLUB|EPISCOPAL CHURCH

336.200  DATE: 0/0/1925  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLD CITY #2 HOSPITAL AT GARRISON AND LAWTON|HEALTH CARE

336.201  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.202  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP
336.203  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:       NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.204  DATE: 0/0/1905  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION|DAVIS, JULIA|PEOPLE-ID

336.205  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TOM POWELL POST|AMERICAN LEGION|C. 1940

336.206  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: REUNION OF SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1905|DAVIS, JULIA|PEOPLE-ID

336.207  DATE: 0/0/1928  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ST. LOUIS STARS BASEBALL TEAM|*ADDITIONAL 4X5 NEGATIVE

336.208  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TANDY LEAGUE BASEBALL TEAM|LOWE, WALTER|PEOPLE-ID

336.209  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 6X9.5   NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SOLDIERS|WORLD WAR I|MILITARY

336.210  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SOLDIERS|WORLD WAR I|MILITARY

336.211  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:        NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SOLDIERS|WORLD WAR I|MILITARY

336.212  DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BRADLEY, EUGENE|PEOPLE-ID|ALDERMAN

336.213  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:        NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TWO UNIDENTIFIED MEN

336.214  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL REUNION|CLASS OF 1909|C. 1960|EDUCATION

336.215  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:        NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MAN STANDING NEXT TO BERTHOUD PASS SIGN

336.216 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: LOWE, WALTER|OWNER OF ST. LOUIS STARS BASEBALL TEAM|SPORTS|PEOPLE-ID

336.217 DATE: 0/0/1960 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DAVIS, JULIA|PEOPLE-ID|WITH GROUP

336.218 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: LARGE UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.219 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: LARGE UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.220 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: LARGE UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.221 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PAGE FROM ST. LOUIS HOUSEWIVES LEAGUE CONVENTION PROGRAM
336.222   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PAGE FROM ST. LOUIS HOUSEWIVES LEAGUE CONVENTION PROGRAM

336.223   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: GROUP FROM ST. LOUIS HOUSEWIVES LEAGUE

336.224   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ST. LOUIS HOUSEWIVES LEAGUE|FREEMAN, LULA|CHANCELLOR, LILLIAN|BURRAGE, JUNE|McELROY, SAINT|SMITH, SUVEE|JACKSON, JEENIE|GILBERT, VIRGINIA|MURRAY, WILLIE MAE|PEOPLE-ID

336.225   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ELLIS, GEORGIA JONES|ATTORNEY|WITH WANDS CHAPTER|PEOPLE-ID

336.226   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: YOUNG, FRANK|DE FOREST WOOD PRODUCTS|PEOPLE-ID|C. 1950

336.227   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: YOUNG, FRANK|DE FOREST WOOD PRODUCTS|PEOPLE-ID|C.1950
NEW AGE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN UNDER CONSTRUCTION | C. 1950

NEW AGE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN BOARD OF DIRECTORS | C. 1950

NEW AGE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN BOARD OF DIRECTORS | C. 1950

NEW AGE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN BOARD OF DIRECTORS | C. 1950| WYATT, BIGE| CURTIS, L. S.| PEOPLE-ID

NEW AGE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN BOARD OF DIRECTORS | C. 1950| WYATT, BIGE| CURTIS, L. S.| PEOPLE-ID| YOUNG, WALTER| PHILLIPS, A.C.| COOK, JAMES

NEW AGE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN BOARD OF DIRECTORS | C. 1950
336.233  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLIVE CHAPEL A.M.E. CHURCH|MONROE AND HARRISON AVE.
     KIRKWOOD|C. 1960|*ADDITIONAL 7.5X9.5 PRINT

336.234  DATE: 0/0/1953  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MEMBERS OF OLIVE CHAPEL A.M.E. CHURCH|KIRKWOOD

336.235  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: J. MILTON TURNER HIGH SCHOOL|MEACHAM PARK|C. 1950

336.236  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CRISPUS ATTUCKS ELEMENTERY SCHOOL|CLAYTON|C. 1950

336.237  DATE: 0/0/1960  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: QUINN CHAPEL A.M.E. CHURCH|CARONDELET|*ADDITIONAL 7X9.5 PRINT

336.238  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 7X9  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ST. JOHN'S METHODIST CHURCH|CARONDELET|C. 1870
336.239  DATE: 0/0/1910  COLOR: B
PRINT: 7X9.5  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: JEFFERSON, ALBERT|WITH MOTHER AND SISTERS|PEOPLE-ID

336.240  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED COUPLE

336.241  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.242  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.243  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MAN

336.244  DATE: 0/0/1979  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLDE TYMERS CLUB|PINE STREET YMCA

336.245  DATE: 0/0/1944  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TOASTMASTERS CLUB

336.246 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.247 DATE: 0/0/1945 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: YOUNGE, DR. W. A. | MEDICAL DIRECTOR OF THE ST. MARY'S CATHOLIC INFIRMARY | PEOPLE-ID | HEALTH CARE

336.248 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: YMCA OLDE TYMERS CLUB HALL OF FAME

336.249 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: YMCA OLDE TYMERS CLUB

336.250 DATE: 0/0/1928 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL HI-Y CLUB | YMCA | KENNEDY, HALESTER | MORRIS, O.O. | PEOPLE-ID

336.251 DATE: 0/0/1943 COLOR: B
PRINT: 6.5X9.5 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASTICS TEAM|SPORTS

336.252 DATE: 0/0/1943 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL TRACK TEAM|SPORTS

336.253 DATE: 0/0/1943 COLOR: B
PRINT: 6.5X9.5 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL TEAM|SPORTS

336.254 DATE: 0/0/1943 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM|SPORTS

336.255 DATE: 0/0/1943 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TEAM|SPORTS

336.256 DATE: 0/0/1937 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ARMSTRONG, HENRY|SPORTS|PEOPLE-ID

336.257 DATE: 0/0/1946 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CERTIFICATE ISSUED TO RICHARD CASON BY CAMP RIVER CLIFF
DESC: BUILDING WHICH HOUSED DOUGLAS UNIVERSITY AT WEST BELLE AND NEWSTEAD

BUILDING-ID

DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL AT 4248 W. COTTAGE

BUILDING-ID

EDUCATION

DESC: CHARLES HENRY TURNER SCHOOL AT 4235 KENNERLY

BUILDING-ID

EDUCATION

DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL AT 4318 ST. LOUIS AVE.
DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B  PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM  QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL AT 4318 ST. LOUIS AVE. | BUILDING-ID | EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B  PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM  QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL AT 4318 ST. LOUIS AVE. | BUILDING-ID | EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B  PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM  QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL AT 4318 ST. LOUIS AVE. | BUILDING-ID | EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B  PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM  QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL AT 4318 ST. LOUIS AVE. | BUILDING-ID | EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B  PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM  QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL AT 4318 ST. LOUIS AVE. | BUILDING-ID | EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B  PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM  QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL AT 4318 ST. LOUIS AVE. | BUILDING-ID | EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B  PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM  QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL CORNERSTONE | BUILDING-ID | EDUCATION

DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B  PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM  QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL CORNERSTONE | BUILDING-ID | EDUCATION
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL CORNERSTONE|BUILDING-ID|EDUCATION

336.271   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL AT 4318 ST. LOUIS AVE|BUILDING-ID|EDUCATION

336.272   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HOUSE INVOLVED IN 1948 SUPREME COURT CASE "SHELLEY VS. KRAEMER"|4600 LABADIE AVE.|BUILDING-ID|HOUSING

336.273   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MORGAN STREET MARKER IN LACLEDES' LANDING

336.274   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MORGAN STREET MARKER IN LACLEDES' LANDING

336.275   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CLAYMORGAN ALLEY MARKER IN LACLEDES' LANDING

336.276   DATE: 0/0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CLAYMORGAN ALLEY MARKER IN LACLEDES' LANDING

336.277   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ALBERT JEFFERSONS' HOME|7010 MINNESOTA|BUILDING-ID

336.278   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ALBERT JEFFERSONS' HOME|7010 MINNESOTA|BUILDING-ID

336.279   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MAN

336.280   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MAN

336.281   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MAN

336.282   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MAN
336.283   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:        NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MAN

336.284   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DELANY SCHOOL|BUILDING-ID|EDUCATION

336.285   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:        NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DELANY SCHOOL|BUILDING-ID|EDUCATION

336.286   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: QUINN CHAPEL A.M.E. CHURCH AT MINNESOTA AND BOWEN|BUILDING-ID

336.287   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:        NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: QUINN CHAPEL A.M.E. CHURCH AT MINNESOTA AND BOWEN|BUILDING-ID

336.288   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:        NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DELANY SCHOOL MARKER|EDUCATION

336.289   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:        NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DELANY SCHOOL MARKER | EDUCATION

336.290   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DELANY SCHOOL MARKER | EDUCATION

336.291   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MESSAGE BOARD AT CLAYTON MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

336.292   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: KINLOCH YMCA AT 5500 MONROE | BUILDING-ID

336.293   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: KINLOCH YMCA AT 5500 MONROE | BUILDING-ID

336.294   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: KINLOCH YMCA AT 5500 MONROE | BUILDING-ID

336.295   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FIRST MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH OF KINLOCH AT 5600
MONROE | BUILDING-ID
FIRST MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH OF KINLOCH AT 5600 MONROE|BUILDING-ID

FIRST MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH OF KINLOCH AT 5600 MONROE|BUILDING-ID

J. MILTON TURNER SCHOOL IN MEACHAM PARK|BUILDING-ID|EDUCATION

J. MILTON TURNER SCHOOL IN MEACHAM PARK|BUILDING-ID|EDUCATION

WATSON, INA NEAL|PEOPLE-ID

WATSON, INA NEAL|PEOPLE-ID
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: COLE SHCOOL CORNERSTONE|EDUCATION

336.309   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FORMER ALL BLACK FIRE STATION AT 3952 ENRIGHT|BUILDING-ID

336.310   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FORMER ALL BLACK FIRE STATION AT 3952 ENRIGHT|BUILDING-ID

336.311   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE:S            NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FORMER ALL BLACK FIRE STATION AT 3952 ENRIGHT|BUILDING-ID

336.312   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FRANK L. WILLIAMS APARTMENTS AND HOME|BUILDING-ID

336.313   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FRANK L. WILLIAMS APARTMENTS AND HOME|BUILDING-ID

336.314   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FRANK L. WILLIAMS HOME|BUILDING-ID

336.315 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FRANK L. WILLIAMS HOME|BUILDING-ID

336.316 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FRANK L. WILLIAMS HOME|BUILDING-ID

336.317 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FRANK L. WILLIAMS HOME|BUILDING-ID

336.318 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNION SARAH COMMUNITY CORPS MURAL ON UNITED VAN LINES BUILDING AT DELMAR AND EUCLID|BUILDING-ID

336.319 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNION SARAH COMMUNITY CORPS MURAL ON UNITED VAN LINES BUILDING AT DELMAR AND EUCLID|BUILDING-ID

336.320 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNION SARAH COMMUNITY CORPS MURAL ON UNITED VAN LINES
BUILDING AT DELMAR AND EUCLID

336.321  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNION SARAH ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
BUILDING

336.322  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNION SARAH ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
BUILDING

336.323  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SCULPTURE OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING IN FOUNTAIN PARK AT EUCLID
AND FOUNTAIN

336.324  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED FOUNTAIN

336.325  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED FOUNTAIN

336.326  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
Desc: Sherwood Court Apartments at Taylor and McPherson

Building-ID

336.327  Date: 0/0/1980  Color: B
Print: 35mm  Ntype: S  Nsize: 35mm
Quantity: 1
Desc: Sherwood Court Apartments at Taylor and McPherson

Building-ID

336.328  Date: 0/0/1980  Color: B
Print: 35mm  Ntype: S  Nsize: 35mm
Quantity: 1
Desc: Sherwood Court Apartments at Taylor and McPherson

Building-ID

336.329  Date: 0/0/1980  Color: B
Print: 35mm  Ntype: S  Nsize: 35mm
Quantity: 1
Desc: Vagabond's Social Club on Westminster

Building-ID

336.330  Date: 0/0/1980  Color: B
Print: 35mm  Ntype: S  Nsize: 35mm
Quantity: 1
Desc: Vagabond's Social Club on Westminster

Building-ID

336.331  Date: 0/0/1980  Color: B
Print: 35mm  Ntype: S  Nsize: 35mm
Quantity: 1
Desc: Phyllis Wheatley Branch of YWCA

Building-ID

336.332  Date: 0/0/1980  Color: B
Print: 8x10  Ntype: S  Nsize: 35mm
Quantity: 1
Desc: Phyllis Wheatley Branch of YWCA

Building-ID
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: LEE, BETTY|PROUD MAGAZINE|PEOPLE-ID

336.340 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DISPLAY CASES

336.341 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DISPLAY CASES

336.342 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DISPLAY CASES

336.343 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: McDONALDS RESTAURANT ON RIVERFRONT

336.344 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: "HELP SAVE HOMER G. PHILLIPS HOSPITAL" SIGN

336.345 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TWO UNIDENTIFIED PEOPLE ON PROCH WITH "HELP SAVE HOMER G.
PHILLIPS HOSPITAL" SIGN

336.346   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: "HELP SAVE HOMER G. PHILLIPS HOSPITAL" SIGN

336.347   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: WALL OF RESPECT MURAL IN MARTIN LUTHER KING PLAZA

336.348   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MURAL ON PROUD MAGAZINE BUILDING AT 2953 MARTIN LUTHER KING DR.|BUILDING-ID

336.349   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10    NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH AT 3100 BELL AVENUE|BUILDING-ID

336.350   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH AT 3100 BELL AVENUE|BUILDING-ID

336.351   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HARRIS STOWE STATE COLLEGE|BUILDING-ID
336.352 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HARRIS STOWE STATE COLLEGE|BUILDING-ID

336.353 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PRINCE HALL MASONIC TEMPLE AT 4525 OLIVE|BUILDING-ID

336.354 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PRINCE HALL MASONIC TEMPLE AT 4525 OLIVE|BUILDING-ID

336.355 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ARGUS NEWSPAPER BUILDING AT 4595 DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
DRIVE|BUILDING-ID|*ADDITIONAL 4X5 NEGATIVE

336.356 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ARGUS NEWSPAPER BUILDING AT 4595 DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
DRIVE|BUILDING-ID

336.357 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Print Size</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0/0/1980</td>
<td>35MM</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0/0/1980</td>
<td>35MM</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ANNIE MALONE CHILDRENS' HOME AT 2612 ANNIE MALONE DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0/0/1980</td>
<td>35MM</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ANNIE MALONE CHILDRENS' HOME AT 2612 ANNIE MALONE DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0/0/1980</td>
<td>35MM</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ANNIE MALONE CHILDRENS' HOME AT 2612 ANNIE MALONE DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0/0/1980</td>
<td>35MM</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DR. HELEN NASH'S OFFICE AT CASS AND GRAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0/0/1980</td>
<td>35MM</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>DR. HELEN NASH'S OFFICE AT CASS AND GRAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
336.364  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: C
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MASJID MUHAMMAD #28 AT GRAND AND CASS|BUILDING-ID

336.365  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: C
PRINT:          NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MASJID MUHAMMAD #28 AT GRAND AND CASS|BUILDING-ID

336.366  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: C
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HOUSE BEING REHABBED IN JEFF-VANDER-LOU NEIGHBORHOOD

336.367  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: C
PRINT:          NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFED BUILDING

336.368  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: C
PRINT:          NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFED BUILDING

336.369  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: C
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HOUSE BEING REHABBED IN JEFF-VANDER-LOU NEIGHBORHOOD

336.370  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: C
PRINT:          NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: JEFF-VANDER-LOU INC. HEADQUARTERS|BUILDING-ID

336.371  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: C
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: JEFF-VANDER-LOU INC. HEADQUARTERS|BUILDING-ID

336.372  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: C
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: JEFF-VANDER-LOU INC. HEADQUARTERS|BUILDING-ID

336.373  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: C
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING

336.374  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: C
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING

336.375  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: C
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BURNED OUT BUILDING IN JEFF-VANDER-LOU NEIGHBORHOOD

336.376  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: C
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BURNED OUT BUILDING IN JEFF-VANDER-LOU NEIGHBORHOOD
DESC: VACANT LOT IN JEFF-VANDER-LOU NEIGHBORHOOD

DESC: UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING

DESC: UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING

DESC: APARTMENT BUILDING BUILT BY JEFF-VANDER-LOU INC.

DESC: APARTMENT BUILDING BUILT BY JEFF-VANDER-LOU INC.

DESC: APARTMENT BUILDING BUILT BY JEFF-VANDER-LOU INC.
BUILDING REHABBED BY JEFF-VANDER-LOU INC.

FIRST MEETING PLACE OF JEFF-VANDER-LOU INC. | "THE HANDLE"

UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING

UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING

SENIOR CITIZEN BUILDING UNDER CONSTRUCTION BY JEFF-VANDER-LOU INC.
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: RELIEF ON BRICK WALL

336.396  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: C
PRINT:    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FIELD

336.397  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: C
PRINT: 8X10    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CENTRAL BAPTIST CHURCH AT 2800 WASHINGTON AVE.|BUILDING-ID

336.398  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: C
PRINT:    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CENTRAL BAPTIST CHURCH AT 2800 WASHINGTON AVE.|BUILDING-ID

336.399  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: C
PRINT:    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING

336.400  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: C
PRINT:    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING

336.401  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: C
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: GATEWAY NATIONAL BANK AT UNION AND NATURAL BRIDGE|BUILDING-ID
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: 1301 DENTAL BUILDING AT 1301 KINGSHIGHWAY|BUILDING-ID

336.409   DATE: 0/ 0/1980    COLOR: C
PRINT: 8X10      NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: 1301 DENTAL BUILDING AT 1301 KINGSHIGHWAY|BUILDING-ID

336.410   DATE: 0/ 0/1980    COLOR: C
PRINT: 35MM      NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: 1301 DENTAL BUILDING AT 1301 KINGSHIGHWAY|BUILDING-ID

336.411   DATE: 0/ 0/1980    COLOR: C
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: 1301 DENTAL BUILDING AT 1301 KINGSHIGHWAY|BUILDING-ID

336.412   DATE: 0/ 0/1980    COLOR: C
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER AT 1408 N. KINGSHIGHWAY|BUILDING-ID|NAACP|URBAN LEAGUE|VAUGHN CULTURAL CENTER

336.413   DATE: 0/ 0/1980    COLOR: C
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER AT 1408 N. KINGSHIGHWAY|BUILDING-ID|NAACP|URBAN LEAGUE|VAUGHN CULTURAL CENTER
COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER AT 1408 N. KINGSHIGHWAY

NEW AGE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN AT 1401 N. KINGSHIGHWAY

CENTRAL MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL AT 3300 N. KINGSHIGHWAY
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF WEBSTER GROVES AT 159 E.

CORNERSTONE OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF WEBSTER GROVES AT 159 E.

DOUGLAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN WEBSTER GROVES AT 546 N. ELM AVENUE
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DOUGLAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN WEBSTER GROVES AT 546 N. ELM AVENUE
BUILDING-ID

336.437  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:       NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DOUGLAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN WEBSTER GROVES AT 546 N. ELM AVENUE
BUILDING-ID

336.438  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:       NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DOUGLAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN WEBSTER GROVES AT 546 N. ELM AVENUE
BUILDING-ID

336.439  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:       8X10   NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DOUGLAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN WEBSTER GROVES AT 546 N. ELM AVENUE
BUILDING-ID

336.440  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:       NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DOUGLAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN WEBSTER GROVES AT 546 N. ELM AVENUE
BUILDING-ID

336.441  DATE: 0/ 0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:       NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DOUGLAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN WEBSTER GROVES AT 546 N. ELM AVENUE
BUILDING-ID
DOUGLAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN WEBSTER GROVES AT 546 N. ELM AVENUE

BUILDING-ID
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DOUGLAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN WEBSTER GROVES AT 546 N. ELM AVENUE|BUILDING-ID

336.448  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLD COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH AT 238 W. KIRKHAM|BUILDING-ID

336.449  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLD COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH AT 238 W. KIRKHAM|BUILDING-ID

336.450  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLD COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH AT 238 W. KIRKHAM|BUILDING-ID

336.451  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLD COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH AT 238 W. KIRKHAM|BUILDING-ID

336.452  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLD COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH AT 238 W. KIRKHAM|BUILDING-ID

336.453  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLD COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH AT 238 W. KIRKHAM|BUILDING-ID

336.454 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLD COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH AT 238 W. KIRKHAM|BUILDING-ID

336.455 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLD COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH AT 238 W. KIRKHAM|BUILDING-ID

336.456 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OLD COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH AT 238 W. KIRKHAM|BUILDING-ID

336.457 DATE: 0/0/1940 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FOUR UNIDENTIFIED MUSICIANS

336.458 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FOUR UNIDENTIFIED MUSICIANS

336.459 DATE: 0/0/1945 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CARTER, ROBERT|PEOPLE-ID
CARTER FAMILY REUNION | PEOPLE-ID | CARTER, DAPHNE | CARTER, GEOFFREY | CARTER, ROBERT | CARTER, ERIC

TOM POWELL POST #77 MARCHING BAND | AMERICAN LEGION | C. 1946 | *ADDITIONAL 8X10 PRINT

POSTCARD FROM CLARK TERRY TO ROBERT CARTER

TERRY, CLARK | PEOPLE-ID

GROUP OF MUSICIANS | FINNEY, CHICK | PEOPLE-ID

POSTCARD FROM GEORGE HUDSON TO ROBERT CARTER
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: HUDSON, GEORGE|PEOPLE-ID|C. 1940

336.467 DATE: 7/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CARTER FAMILY REUNION|CARTER, ROBERT|PEOPLE-ID

336.468 DATE: 0/0/1889 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: REED, BELLE LACKEY|PEOPLE-ID

336.469 DATE: 0/0/1955 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SINGLETON PALMER BAND|SHAW ELIJAH|PERRY MEN, GUS|CARTER, ROBERT|PEOPLE-ID

336.470 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: TYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED TROMBONE PLAYER|PROBABLY ROBERT CARTER

336.471 DATE: 0/0/1955 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SINGLETON PALMER BAND

336.472 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MUSICIANS | PROBABLY SINGLETON PALMER BAND

336.473 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SINGLETON PALMER BAND

336.474 DATE: 0/0/1955 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CARTER, ROBERT PLAYING WITH SINGLETON PALMER BAND | PEOPLE-ID

336.475 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED MUSICIANS

336.476 DATE: 0/0/1955 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CARTER, ROBERT | PEOPLE-ID

336.477 DATE: 0/0/1933 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: GORE'S NEW ERA ORCHESTRA

336.478 DATE: 0/0/1945 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: NAVY BAND | CARTER, ROBERT | PEOPLE-ID

336.479 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
336.480   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PARADE|MEMBERS OF ST. JOHN AME CHURCH|C. 1948

336.481   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MEMBERS OF ST. JOHN AME CHURCH|C. 1948

336.482   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MEMBERS OF ST. JOHN AME CHURCH|C. 1948

336.483   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MEMBERS OF ST. JOHN AME CHURCH|C. 1948

336.484   DATE: 0/ 0/ 0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MENS' DAY AT ST. JOHN AME CHURCH|C. 1948

336.485   DATE: 0/ 0/1940   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MENS' DAY AT ST. JOHN AME CHURCH

336.486   DATE: 0/0/1961     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ST. JOHN AME CHURCH PARADE

336.487   DATE: 0/0/0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 6.5X9.5 NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MENS' DAY AT ST. JOHN AME CHURCH|C. 1950

336.488   DATE: 0/0/0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MEMBERS OF ST. JOHN AME CHURCH|CLINTON, ROBERT|PEOPLE-ID|C. 1950

336.489   DATE: 0/0/0     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ST. JOHN AME CHURCH MORTGAGE DINNER|C. 1950

336.490   DATE: 0/0/1943     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MEN'S DAY AT ST. JOHN AME CHURCH

336.491   DATE: 0/0/1944     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MEN'S DAY AT ST. JOHN AME CHURCH
DESC: MEMBERS OF ST. JOHN AME CHURCH IN PARADE|C. 1950

DESC: CLINTON, ROBERT|FRIENDS WITH CARS|PEOPLE-ID|C. 1955

DESC: MEMBERS OF ST. JOHN AME CHURCH|CLINTON, ROBERT|PEOPLE-ID|C. 1950

DESC: FINNEY, CHICK|PEOPLE-ID|C. 1950

DESC: CHICK FINNEY TALENT CONTEST WINNERS|C. 1954

DESC: HAYNES, REV. NEAL J.|WITH MEMBERS OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF WEBSTER GROVES|C. 1967
MASONIC LODGE MEMBERS AT DEDICATION OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF WEBSTER GROVES | C. 1965

UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

UNIDENTIFIED CHILDREN | C. 1910

CHOIR OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF WEBSTER GROVES | C. 1940

MEMBERS OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF WEBSTER GROVES | C. 1940

UNIDENTIFIED CHILDREN WITH PONY | C. 1910
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED CHILD|C. 1910

336.505  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:      NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.506  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAPTIST WOMEN AT CHURCH MEETING|WASHINGTON AME ZION CHURCH|C. 1940

336.507  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:      NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP OUTSIDE CHURCH

336.508  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:      NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.509  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CHURCH MEETING AT FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF WEBSTER GROVES|238 W. KIRKHAM|C. 1950

336.510  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CHURCH MEETING AT FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF WEBSTER
GROVES|238 W. KIRKHAM|C. 1950

336.511  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CONSTRUCTION SITE

336.512  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CONSTRUCTION SITE

336.513  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING

336.514  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BUILDING UNDER CONSTRUCTION

336.515  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BUILDING UNDER CONSTRUCTION

336.516  DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING
336.517 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PINE STREET YMCA AT PINE AND EWING|BUILDING-ID

336.518 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ELLIS, GEORGIA JONES|PEOPLE-ID

336.519 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: THE GEORGIA JONES ELLIS CHAPTER OF WANDS

336.520 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: GEORGIA JONES ELLIS ARTICLE IN NEWSPAPER OR MAGAZINE

336.521 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1

336.522 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DAVIS, JULIA|PEOPLE-ID
336.523  DATE: 0/0/1892   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL|HOME ECONOMICS CLASS|EDUCATION

336.524  DATE: 0/0/1965   COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DAVIS, JULIA|RECEIVING PHONOGRAPH|PEOPLE-ID

336.525  DATE: 0/0/   0   COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TEACHER AND STUDENTS IN CLASSROOM|EDUCATION

336.526  DATE: 0/0/  0   COLOR: B
PRINT: 7.75X9.5   NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: OFFICERS OF ST. LOUIS CLERKS' LITERARY ASSOCIATION|SCOTT,
C.S.|MALLORY, H.|LEVI, EDWARD|WILKINSON, J.F.|HARRIS, E.A.|OWENS,
W.H.|BROWN, E.|WATKINS, J.C.|McWHOTER, J.|HUSTON, J.B.|SPILLER,
O.F.|INGRAM, D.J.|JEFFERSON, T.A.|PEOPLE-ID

336.527  DATE: 0/0/1892   COLOR: B
PRINT: 6.5X9   NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY|EDUCATION

336.528  DATE: 0/0/  0   COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID
DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPe: S  NsIZe: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/ 0/1930  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPe: S  NsIZe: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/ 0/1949  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPe: S  NsIZe: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPe: S  NsIZe: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPe: S  NsIZe: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPe: S  NsIZe: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPe: S  NsIZe: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

DATE: 0/ 0/ 0  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPe: S  NsIZe: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

336.543 DATE: 0/ 0/1974 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

336.544 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

336.545 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

336.546 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BAKER, JOSHEPHINE|PEOPLE-ID

336.547 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BLACKWELL CHAPEL AME ZION CHURCH|WEBSTER GROVES

336.548 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING
UNIDENTIFIED BUILDING

AUTOMOBILE IN WOODED SETTING

CITY NORTH YMCA AT 5555 PAGE AVE.

CITY NORTH YMCA AT 5555 PAGE AVE.
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CITY NORTH YMCA AT 5555 PAGE AVE. | BUILDING-ID

336.555 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CITY NORTH YMCA AT 5555 PAGE AVE. | BUILDING-ID

336.556 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: VAUGHN CULTURAL CENTER AT 1408 N. KINGSHIGHWAY | BUILDING-ID

336.557 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: VAUGHN CULTURAL CENTER AT 1408 N. KINGSHIGHWAY | BUILDING-ID

336.558 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: NEW AGE SAVINGS AND LOAN | BOARD OF DIRECTORS

336.559 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: NEW AGE SAVINGS AND LOAN | BOARD OF DIRECTORS

336.560 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: NEW AGE SAVINGS AND LOAN|BOARD OF DIRECTORS

336.561  DATE: 0/0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:      NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1

DESC: PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE

336.564  DATE: 11/0/1981   COLOR: B
PRINT:      NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1

DESC: PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE

336.566  DATE: 11/0/1981   COLOR: B
PRINT:      NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1

DESC: PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE

336.567  DATE: 11/0/1981   COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE

336.568 DATE: 11/0/1981 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE

336.569 DATE: 11/0/1981 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE

336.570 DATE: 11/0/1981 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE

336.571 DATE: 11/0/1981 COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE

336.572 DATE: 11/0/1981 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE

336.573 DATE: 0/0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
NEW AGE SAVINGS AND LOAN | BOARD OF DIRECTORS

336.574  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1

336.575  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1

336.576  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1

336.577  DATE: 11/0/1981  COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1

336.578  DATE: 11/0/1981  COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1

336.579  DATE: 11/0/1981  COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1

PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE

336.581    DATE:11/ 0/1981   COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PLANNING MEETING FOR BLACK HISTORY CONFERENCE

336.582    DATE: 0/ 0/   0   COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.583    DATE: 0/ 0/   0   COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.584    DATE: 0/ 0/   0   COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.585    DATE: 0/ 0/   0   COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.586    DATE: 0/ 0/   0   COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.587  DATE: 0/0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: UNIDENTIFIED GROUP

336.588  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY AT GARFIELD AND SARAH|BUSINESS|BUILDING-ID

336.589  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS

336.590  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS

336.591  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS

336.592  DATE: 0/0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS
PRINT:         NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER, PAUL|PEOPLE-ID

336.600   DATE: 0/0/1980    COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY AT GARFIELD AND SARAH|BUSINESS|ORIGINAL
      BUILDING|BUILDING-ID

336.601   DATE: 0/0/1980    COLOR: B
PRINT:       NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY AT GARFIELD AND SARAH|BUSINESS|ORIGINAL
      BUILDING|BUILDING-ID

336.602   DATE: 0/0/1980    COLOR: B
PRINT:       NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY AT GARFIELD AND SARAH|BUSINESS|ORIGINAL
      BUILDING|BUILDING-ID

336.603   DATE: 0/0/1980    COLOR: B
PRINT:       NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY AT GARFIELD AND SARAH|BUSINESS|ORIGINAL
      BUILDING|BUILDING-ID

336.604   DATE: 0/0/1980    COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY ON DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
      DRIVE|BUSINESS
336.605  DATE: 0/0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY ON DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. DRIVE|BUSINESS

336.606  DATE: 0/0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER, PAUL|PEOPLE-ID

336.607  DATE: 0/0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY IN EAST ST. LOUIS|BUSINESS

336.608  DATE: 0/0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: McDONALD'S RESTAURANT|BUSINESS

336.609  DATE: 0/0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: McDONALD'S RESTAURANT|BUSINESS

336.610  DATE: 0/0/1980   COLOR: B
PRINT:     NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS
336.611 DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS

336.612 DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS

336.613 DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS

336.614 DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS

336.615 DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS

336.616 DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS

336.617 DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MILLER BEAUTY SUPPLY|BUSINESS

336.618   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PEOPLES HOSPITAL BUILDING AT 2221 LOCUST|BUILDING-ID|HEALTH CARE

336.619   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PEOPLES HOSPITAL BUILDING AT 2221 LOCUST|BUILDING-ID|HEALTH CARE

336.620   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PEOPLES HOSPITAL BUILDING AT 2221 LOCUST|BUILDING-ID|HEALTH CARE

336.621   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PEOPLES HOSPITAL BUILDING AT 2221 LOCUST|BUILDING-ID|HEALTH CARE

336.622   DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PEOPLES HOSPITAL BUILDING AT 2221 LOCUST|BUILDING-ID|HEALTH CARE
336.623  DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PEOPLES HOSPITAL BUILDING AT 2221 LOCUST|BUILDING-ID|HEALTH CARE

336.624  DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PEOPLES HOSPITAL BUILDING AT 2221 LOCUST|BUILDING-ID|HEALTH CARE

336.625  DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT: 7.5X9.5 NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CORNERSTONE OF PEOPLES HOSPITAL BUILDING

336.626  DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FISHER, REV. RICHARD L.|PEOPLE-ID

336.627  DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FISHER, REV. RICHARD L.|PEOPLE-ID

336.628  DATE: 0/ 0/1980  COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: FISHER, REV. RICHARD L.|PEOPLE-ID
336.629  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 35MM   NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: INTERIOR OF WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AME ZION CHURCH

336.630  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: INTERIOR OF WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AME ZION CHURCH

336.631  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10    NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: STAINED GLASS WINDOW IN WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AME ZION CHURCH

336.632  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: STAINED GLASS WINDOW IN WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AME ZION CHURCH

336.633  DATE: 0/ 0/1980     COLOR: B
PRINT:         NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: INTERIOR OF WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AME ZION CHURCH

336.634  DATE: 0/ 0/0  COLOR: B
PRINT: 2.25X2.25  NTYPE: S  NSIZE: 2.25X2.25
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TANDY, CHARLTON HUNT|PEOPLE-ID
336.635 DATE: 0/ 0/1980 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: POWELL, ROBERT A.|PEOPLE-ID

336.636 DATE: 10/ 6/1987 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ANDERSON, MARIAN|PRICE, LEONTYNE|MUSIC|PEOPLE-ID

336.637 DATE: 0/ 0/1909 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATING CLASS

336.638 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MEACHAM, JOHN BERRY|PHOTO OF DRAWING|PEOPLE-ID

336.639 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 3.5x5 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PHILLIPS, HOMER G.|PHOTO FROM NEWSPAPER|PEOPLE-ID

336.640 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BELL, JAMES COOL PAPA|BASEBALL|SPORTS|PEOPLE-ID

336.641 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CHAMBERS, JORDAN|CLUB RIVIERA|PEOPLE-ID

336.642 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: EARLY BLACK CHURCHES AND THEIR MINISTERS|COLE, E.C.|ROBERTS, D.P.|STEVENS, GEO. E.|MASON, C.M.C.|CALDWELL, J.S.|GILLIAM, E.|PEOPLE-ID|FROM BOOK

336.643 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: CENTRAL BAPTIST CHURCH|HUNTLEY, T.E.|PEOPLE-ID

336.644 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL CLASS|C. 1920

336.645 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: STOKES, J.M.M.|PEOPLE-ID

336.646 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: EARLY RESIDENCES

336.647 DATE: 0/ 0/ 0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BLACK SCHOOLS AND PRINCIPALS|DUMAS|SUMNER|SIMMONS|BANNEKER|L'OVERTURE|WARING, O.M.|COLE, R.H.|BROWN, CHAS.|GORDON, D.E.|PEOPLE-ID|EDUCATION

336.648 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BLACK BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS

336.649 DATE: 0/0/1895 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL FACULTY|EDUCATION

336.650 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5x7 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BLACK BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS LOCATED IN THE VILLE AND MILL CREEK

336.651 DATE: 0/0/1909 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5x7 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SUMNER HIGH SCHOOL|EDUCATION

336.652 DATE: 0/0/1906 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5x7 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: BANNEKER SCHOOL CLASS|EDUCATION|SMITH, ARIANA|BROWN, CHARLES|PEOPLE-ID

336.653 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 6.5X9.5 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: DEMONSTRATION BY COLORED CLERKS CIRCLE|PICKETS

336.654 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: WOMAN WITH SIGN|26 WARD DEMOCRATS DON'T BUY WHERE YOU CAN'T WORK

336.655 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: WOODS, HOWARD B.|PEOPLE-ID

336.656 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 6.5X9.5 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: TURPIN, THOMAS MILTON|PEOPLE-ID

336.657 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: MITCHELL, J.E.|PEOPLE-ID

336.658 DATE: 3/8/1895 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: SIMMONS SCHOOL EIGHTH GRADE CLASS|EDUCATION

336.659 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 8X10 NTYPE: NSIZE:
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: LEADING BLACK CITIZENS IN EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY
336.660 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE ADVERTISMENT

336.661 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: ST. LOUIS AMERICAN LOGO

336.662 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 4X5
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PHILLIPS, HOMER G.|PEOPLE-ID

336.663 DATE: 0/0/1900 COLOR: B
PRINT: NTYPE: S NSIZE: 2.25X3.25
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PUBLIC GRADE SCHOOL TEACHERS|EDUCATION

336.664 DATE: 0/0/0 COLOR: B
PRINT: 5X7 NTYPE: S NSIZE: 35MM
QUANTITY: 1
DESC: PORO COLLEGE ORCHESTRA|EDUCATION|MUSIC|McALLISTER|SLAUGHTER|CHARLESTON|CARR|COPHER|DUNLAP|SCOTT|COATES|BELL|CARTER|PHELPS|CORNELIUS|MALONE|ANNIE|HILL|VALENTINE|JOHNSON|TIBBS|POLK|PEOPLE-ID

336.666 DATE: 1882
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
COLOR: b
DESCRIPTION: SUMNER HIGH FACULTY

336.667 DATE: 1920
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
SUMNER HIGH

DATE: 12/27/1924
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
DESCRIPTION: KAPPA ALPHA PSI FRATERNITY|14TH GRAND CHAPTER

DATE: 1895
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
DESCRIPTION: SIMMONS CLASS

DATE: 1895
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
DESCRIPTION: JOHN T. CLARK

DATE: 1895
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
DESCRIPTION: PORO AD

DATE: 1895
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
DESCRIPTION: ST. LOUIS SCHOOL OF SOCIAL ECONOMY

DATE: 1895
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
DESCRIPTION: ST. LOUIS FEDERATION OF BLOCK UNITS

DATE: 1895
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
DESCRIPTION: JESSIE HOUSELEY HOLLIMAN

DATE: 1895
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
DESCRIPTION: COLORED CLERKS

DATE: 1895
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
DESCRIPTION: PINE STREET YWCA
336.677
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
COLOR: b
DESCRIPTION: 20TH CENTURY GIRLS CLUB

336.678
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm COLOR: b DESCRIPTION: MRS. FRANK M. JONES|26TH WARD|"DON'T BUY WHERE YOU CAN'T WORK!"

336.679
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
COLOR: b
DESCRIPTION: SCULLIN STEEL BASEBALL TEAM

336.680
QUANTITY: 1 SLIDE: 35mm
COLOR: b
DESCRIPTION: ENTERPRISE PICKET